FERCHAU Spain

FERCHAU Spain is the independent
subsidiary of Germany‘s market leader
for engineering and IT. Our experts provide
technical services in innovation-driven industries,
such as automotive, aviation, rail and energy,
as well as for forward-looking projects in industry 4.0
and IT – high-quality, efficient and flexible.

First-class quality in engineering and IT
FERCHAU Spain delivers first-class engineering
quality that meets the requirements of international
companies. In doing so, we work closely with our
customers on site. Madrid, Barcelona, Seville and
Bilbao represent four sites in economically strong
regions of the country where Spanish engineers and
experts respond to the technical and contractual
requirements of each client.
FERCHAU supports companies in their engineering
and IT projects with the highest level of technical
know-how and extensive experience in key industries.
Our interdisciplinary team in Spain consists of
over 300 employees – from designers and system
engineers to cyber security experts. The range of
services extends from the assumption of routine
tasks to complete work packages. Each project is
precisely tailored to individual requirements.
As a foreign subsidiary of FERCHAU in
Germany, which has been operating in
the German-speaking market for over
50 years and has over 100 branches
and sites, we can also implement
international projects locally. This also
provides excellent career opportunities
for talented engineers and IT experts.
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We provide tailor-made services for our customers from innovationdriven industries – with Spanish contacts and experts, as well
as state-of-the-art technology. To this end, we are continuing
the growth trajectory of recent years and are also expanding
into new regions and areas of competence in Spain. Our goal:
comprehensive technical know-how at the customer‘s site.

The FERCHAU success story in figures:
Facts & Figures FERCHAU Spain
— More than 300 employees
— Founded in 2013 as FERCHAU Engineering Spain, S.L.U
— 4 sites in Madrid, Barcelona, Seville and Bilbao
— Certificates: EN 9100, EN ISO 9001,
ISO14001, ISO/IEC 27001
— Airbus Group Preferred Supplier for Engineering &
Customer Services (E2S A-Supplier)

Facts & Figures about FERCHAU
— Over 50 years of experience
— More than 8,400 employees
— Over 100 branches and sites
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fields of expertise:
— Mechanical Engineering
— Plant Engineering
— Electrical Engineering
— Information Technology
— Automotive Engineering
— Aerospace Engineering
— Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering

Customer
benefits:
― International competence
network
― Innovative engineering and
IT solutions
― Spanish experts and contacts
― Tailor-made service offerings
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Our strengths –

Customised services
FERCHAU Spain is the ideal service provider for
innovation-driven companies. Over 300 Spanish
engineering and IT experts support customers on site
or in our engineering offices as required. Whether
in automotive, aviation & aerospace, defence, rail
& infrastructure or in IT projects: we offer tailormade services that combine quality awareness
and responsibility with the necessary professional
competence and experience. Our employees bring
experience, solution competence and the right tools
to the table to help your project succeed.

Technical skills
From technology consulting, development
services and calculations to project planning and
documentation: we provide all the expertise you
need for your project. FERCHAU Spain‘s developers,
designers, hardware and software professionals
as well as project and quality managers support
customers on site or in our technical offices as
required. In addition, our specialist teams also
assume responsibility for complete work packages.
Our skills include mechanical and electrical system
installations, flight test instrumentation (FTI),
stress calculations and structural analysis
as well as software development, quality and
project management. In addition, there are
IT developers, specialists for embedded
software and electronics, as well as
IoT-focussed engineers.
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Industry expertise
Clients benefit from synergies emanating from our
expertise in other industries. FERCHAU develops
smart grids for energy engineering and alternative
drives for vehicle engineering. We support IT projects
through solutions in BI & analytics and IT security.
And the nucleus of our work in Spain revolves around
the complex and challenging aerospace industry – it
is with good reason that we are a preferred supplier
to the Airbus Group. Our primary goal is to meet the
individual requirements of our customers for technical
solutions as best as possible.

FERCHAU is at home in
these industrial sectors:
Aviation & Aerospace

Defence

Rail & Infrastructure

Energy

Manufacturing

Automotive

Pharmaceuticals

Marine

Banks & Insurance

IT/IoT

Our clients
The high quality of our work is also reflected in our
long-term partnerships with our customers. Since 2010,
for example, FERCHAU has been the preferred supplier
to the automotive supplier Continental, and since 2008

we have been the preferred supplier to Airbus.
When it comes to special technical expertise, we have
access to a European network of sites and over 8,400
experts in Germany, Austria, France and the UK.

Customer
benefits:
― Cross-linking through all
technical sectors
― In-depth industry experience
― Preferred supplier to
global enterprises
― Long-term relationships
with our clients
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Full service from FERCHAU

When configuring the type of cooperation with FERCHAU Spain, we endeavour
to create an optimum collaboration for our customers based on their needs and
budget – with flexible contract models, stringent compliance and efficient cost
management. Our experts provide engineering support to compensate for peak
loads or take responsibility for complex work packages. Experienced teams
work in our own offices or at the customer‘s site to take over the entire technical
development or a sub-area from initial design to series production readiness.
This makes us the ideal development partner for companies that rely on technical
innovations in competition.

Engineering
Support
Our employees can complement your development
teams at peak order times, in the event of capacity
bottlenecks or special projects, or if specialist
knowledge or expertise is required. You therefore
benefit from qualified support at the same time as
retaining full flexibility. We adapt to our customers‘
processes and systems and provide effective relief.

Engineering
Competence
Within the framework of clearly defined tasks, we
provide our customers with appropriate organisation
and handle the work package completely and
independently at a defined cost. To guarantee
legally compliant cooperation, we have developed
standard processes that ensure the high quality of
our services coupled with reliable processes. In short:
we adapt to your needs and guarantee the targeted
and punctual solution of your problem.

With over 300 employees at four sites in Spain, we are shaping
the technologies of the future. Our experts‘ competences
coupled with networking with other FERCHAU subsidiaries
in Germany and abroad enable us to offer our customers a
tailor-made solution in the shortest possible time. In addition,
our interdisciplinary approach means that we are ideally
prepared for the digital transformation of Spanish companies.
On example of this is the integration of IT tools by our experts
into industrial processes to increase the efficiency of production
or company processes through automation and robotics.
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Customer
benefits:
― Flexible contract models
― Stringent compliance
― Efficient solutions
― All necessary tools &
reliable processes

Bilbao
Phone +34 94 4716-081
bilbao@ferchau.com

Barcelona
Phone +34 93 566 22 98
barcelona@ferchau.com

Madrid
Phone +34 91 129 11 00
madrid@ferchau.com

Seville
Phone +34 95 551 50 23
sevilla@ferchau.com

— Flexible deployment of
engineers and IT specialists

— Continuous investment in
our experts‘ skills

— Spanish experts as local
contacts

— Compliance and legal
certainty in all processes

— Efficient outsourcing of
complete work packages

— International network
with 8,400+ employees

— Engineering support with
additional capacities and
skills

— Long-term customer
relationships

— We always strive to
achieve the highest quality
standards
— Customer audits and
certifications

ferchau.com
Connecting People and Technologies
for the Next Level

FERCHAU Spain SLU
Calle Miguel Faraday, 20–22
28906 Getafe
Phone +34 91 129 11 00.
Fax +34 91 129 12 11
madrid@ferchau.com

FC 02s; Stand 06–21

— Project experience in all
industrial sectors

